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Rattling Sabres
by

Glen E. Zook
I missed the December Camp #18 meeting. My
youngest daughter’s (who lives in Marietta, Georgia Atlanta area) husband, on a yearly basis, acquires many
airline miles and is often hard-pressed to use some of those
miles. So, they presented my wife, and I, round trip tickets
so that we could spend Christmas with her family. Not only
does he acquire airline miles, he also acquires many free
days of parking at one of the parking facilities at the Atlanta
Airport. That company just happens to have a facility at the
DFW Airport and we don’t even have to pay for long term
parking! That is just too good to miss!
This is the daughter who’s daughter I enrolled in the
Daughters of Union Veterans and who joined the DUV as
well. For Christmas, among various presents, she got me a
couple of books concerning the Civil War. I am doing a
couple of “book reports” on these volumes and those will
appear later in The Texas Union Herald.
Wendy lives fairly close to the Battle of Kennesaw
Mountain National Battlefield Park and, whenever I am in
the area, I do try to visit that facility. While there, I took a
number of photographs in the visitors’ center and some of
those photographs are also included in this issue.
At the visitors’ center, there is a fairly large gift shop
with all sorts of things having to do with the Civil War, as
well as the battlefield itself, are on sale. This gift shop is run
by an independent contractor. Looking around the gift shop
I noticed that every item that contained either the
Confederate Battle Flag or Naval Jack had been removed
from sale. There were displays, that included other items,
which had other Confederate items and that still had the
Battle Flag listed, but the actual items were removed from
the displays and were no longer for sale!
I made a remark to the sales person and she said
that the “company” had removed all items that had those
banners displayed, as well as the actual flags including both
nd
rd
the 2 National and 3 National. As an “aside”, she said
that she could tell me where, nearby, that such items were
available but she could not sell anything with those
emblems upon the item!
Methinks this has gone too far! At a Civil War
National Battlefield Park, such items should be available.
However, this political correctness has just gotten out-ofhand! Now, I was not really interested in such, except,
maybe, for a small pin that was about ½-inch square that I
could mount on one of my display panels on which I have
numerous items from all sorts of sources. But, not really
worth the effort to go elsewhere just for that single item.

On previous visits, I had already obtained all 3 of
the Confederate National Banners just to have them. They
sit, on a shelf, in my home office and are not displayed in
any manner. For some reason, I have never desired to own
either a Battle Flag or a Naval Jack.
It is ironic in that the “new” Georgia State Flag,
which was widely praised by the vast majority of residents
st
of that state, is nothing more than the Confederate 1
National (the true “Stars and Bars”) with the Seal of the
State of Georgia added to the field along with the white
stars. Someone, on the design team, really pulled the wool
over the eyes of the residents of that state! A flag of the
Confederacy still flies over the State of Georgia!
As I have indicated before, virtually all of my
ancestors fought on the Union side during the Civil War.
Therefore, I don’t have a dog in the fight over the symbols
of the Confederacy except the fact that I definitely do not
like revisionist history. There were things that happened on
both sides that were definitely horrific and to sweep certain
happenings, under the rug, is just not right!
The list of 2018 officers, of Camp #18, is not
included in this issue. Frankly, I don’t have the “up to date”
list. When all the details are known, I will include the list in
the next issue.
Of course, I have to make my monthly plea for
articles, news items, photographs, and so forth to keep this
newsletter interesting and up to date. There are a very few
individuals who do contribute on a fairly regular basis.
Unfortunately, not enough and I have to continually seek
items from all sorts of sources.
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Fortunately, for this 1 issue of 2018, I do have a
number of photographs.
However, I always need
photographs of anything related to the activities of Camp
#18, of sites upon which historical things happened, and of
other things associated with the Victorian era from at least
the Mexican War through reconstruction. Re-enactment
functions are also of interest and such can definitely be
included in this newsletter.
The newsletter is distributed outside of just Camp
#18. It goes to other camps, to Department of Texas
individuals, to National SUVCW officials, and even to a few
DUV members. In the 2-years that publication has taken
place, I have received numerous praises for the content.
But, keeping up this high level is becoming harder and
harder to accomplish. Frankly, I want to be able to continue
with this tradition and I need the help of anyone, and
everyone, who are receiving this publication.
Enough pleading for now!
I sincerely wish
everyone a happy, and prosperous new year for the
upcoming 2018.
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Articles Needed!
If the members of the Colonel E.E. Ellsworth
Camp #18 do not want to be inundated with articles that
were chosen by the editor (what he wants to see in the
newsletter) then they need to start inputting items for
inclusion in The Texas Union Herald. Tidbits about the
Civil War, stories, articles, current news items, photographs,
even commentaries are most welcome.
Don't worry if you are not an accomplished author.
Get the idea onto paper (computer, etc.) and get it to the
editor. He really can edit (rewrite, etc.) and you'll be
surprised at just how well you can write!
If you have E-Mail capabilities, you can either
include the information in the body of the message or put it
in either Word format or ACSII ("txt") format. If, for some
reason, you cannot do either, contact the editor to see if
your particular word processor format can be handled.
If "hard" copy, make sure the copy is legible (can be
read by someone else!). Typewritten, computer printed,
even in Crayon on "Big Chief" tablet is acceptable. Just get
the information in!

January Meeting
The January 2018 meeting of the
Colonel E. E. Ellsworth Camp #18
SUVCW
Will be held on
Tuesday 16 January 2018
At the
Heritage Farmstead Museum, Plano, TX.
_________________________

Photos at the Kennesaw Mountain
National Battlefield Park Center

Green Wood Cemetery
Rededication Ceremony

January Birthdays

Emerson Opdycke
7 January 1830

Gouverneur K. Warren
8 January 1830

16 January 1816

John C. Fremont
21 January 1813

Nathanal Banks
30 January 1816
______________________

William H. French
13 January 1813

Hugh J. Kilpatrick
14 January 1836

Henry W. Halleck

The following article was
submitted
by
SUVCW
Past
Commander in Chief Donald E.
Darby.
Because of the length of the
article, scans of the original
document are provided instead of
retyping in the normal 2-column
format used in this newsletter.

